Mehrnoosh’s TRIANGLE PARK POSSIBLE IDEAS
Sent Aug 24, 2022 email to Joe & Paul & John

Mehrnoosh’s Aug 25, 2022 Email
HELLO Joe and Paul,
I had the pleasure of meeting with john yesterday to look at possible options for Triangle Park.
Like to share with the commity
Here is 2 of the options and may be option one is better. Thereafter it will be further developed.
Thanks, Let me know.
Also, it should be great to include the existing dog park in the list as the new community center as well…..Have
drawings.
Mehrnoosh Architect, AIA, AWA
Urban Design, Architecture
www.mehrnoosh.com
office: 310-392-0411 cell:310-365-7154
Member of LUPC Venice

John’s Aug 25, 2022 Email
Joe and Paul - Yesterday, I met with Mehrnoosh to go over her initial ideas for Triangle Park. She will
present a couple of ideas at today's meeting. Unfortunately, I have a work meeting at the same time
as our committee's meeting.
I would ask you to carefully consider the design ideas. Mehrnoosh comes up with beautiful and
wonderful ideas that are completely functional, but we need to balance beauty and
functionality with...do we stand a chance of getting this design approved? The designs Mehrnoosh
and I talked about do accomplish our goals and a pretty minimalistic fashion, but I do not know if it is
simple enough to stand a chance of being approved. There is no use in having a great idea that is
dead in the water from Day 1.
As we settle on a potential design we need to be:
1. Identifying the process by which we can present a park improvement idea and hopefully get it
approved. Which are the governmental agencies we will need to go to and who are the leaders we
need to be talking with?
2. Start to build a coalition of community leaders and organizations which are will to get behind this
initiative. When we go to LA City leaders, we want to be able to say, our voice represents this
board coalition, which consists of...
These are the thoughts I would speak of if I were there.
John
John M. Palka

